
READING THE ARCHIVES OF LANDSCAPE 
STUDY AT FOND BATELIERE, 

MARTINIQUE, FWI 

Introduction: on method 

The stratification pattern is a postulate for any 
archaeological investigation: Studies start from 
the most recent layers of deposits, then explo
ration , stratum by stratum, progressively 
extends to deeper and more ancient vestiges. 
Conforming to the same proceeding, the recon
struction of successive stages in land-uses of a 
place may bring to light some deep strata of the 
past. The case-study of Fond Bateliere 1 tends 
to prove that studying landscape evolution may 
be a relevant method to discover the archives of 
material culture. This Martiniquese self-helped 
settlement is located along a rocky seashore, 
close to a small thalweg named Little Paradise 
Valley2, within the outskirts of the capital city of 
the island, Fort-de-France. The place looks like 
a compact block of huts and houses, clearly 
delimited and tightened on a small piece of 
land. Miscellaneous elements are surrounding 
the squatters dwellings: A First Class Hotel , a 
low-cost Housing Project of detached Houses, 
a few buildings comprising Public Facilities, a 
group of large and lavish houses with swim
ming-pools. However, such an heterogeneous 
neighborhood may keep, well hidden under 
confuse appearances, deserving footprints for 
the study of customary urbani.zation in 
Martinique. The study of Fond Bateliere, which 
had started from the muddy field of a local slum 
survey, finally opened unto basic patterns ofter
ritorial history in Martinique. Clues of this inter
pretation were firstly suggested by the inter
views of some pioneers of the squatters settle
ment. Then, using stereoscopic analysis, aerial 
photographs of the place taken from 1950 to 
1988 were compared , and the process of tran
sformation of the area during the Post-colonial 
period was thoroughly reconstructed. Finally, 
comparing the making of this recent self-helped 
settlement to dwelling practices of the Colonial 
period, some continuities emerged: At 
Bateliere, squatters, conforming to their own 
way, seem to have continued some customary 
modes of settlement. 

A survey at Fond Bateliere 

Martinique was colonized in 1635 by the French 
and, except a few years of British domination 
from 1809 to 1814, remained a French colony 
until 1946, when , according to the Law untitled 
«Loi de Departementalisation», the island was 
reckoned a «French Overseas Region»3. The 
capital city of Martinique, Fort-de-France, loca
ted within the central part of the island, is con
taining approximately 100000 inhabitants. That 
includes the city-center, which corresponds to 
the old colonial city, a first suburban belt, deve-
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loped since the middle of the Nineteenth cen
tury and more recent settlements located with in 
a second suburban belt extending beyond the 
limits of the municipality. Within «Greater Fort
de-France»4, Fond Bateliere is the last spot of a 
series of self-helped constructions edging the 
Western coast. Contemporary developments of 
the outskirts comprise regular allotments com
prehending low-cost Housing projects, private 
estates for middle and upper classes and irre
gular self-helped settlements carried through by 
the poorest themselves. During the Early 
Sixties, upon a narrow strip of shore at Fond 
Bateliere, squatters began to set up some 
makeshift huts; now, the whole settlement con
sists of approximately one hundred and fifty 
buildings5; most of them are large concrete 
houses, some of them being still unachieved; 
others are only poor shelters made of planks or 
even of corrugated iron sheets. Aerial photo
graphs or lay-out of the place show huts and 
houses arranged in roughly parallel rows loca
ted according to contour lines. But beyond the 
apparent simplicity of built form, slight variations 
in urban fabric may be discerned. In the 
Northern Section, the ground is entirely covered 
with nearly contiguous structures, most of them 
having two stories and some of them attaining 
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th ree stories; people are still elevating there 
upper floors upon unachieved buildings. 
Passages, lanes, tracks, stairs, or even a corri 
dor left between connected constructions offer a 
chaotic access to the different plots. On the 
opposite, the Central Section plots are larger 
and people even have gardens; all the buil
dings, ranging from one to two levels, are achie
ved. A Main Street permits an ordinary access 
by car and from this road , perpendicular pede
strian paths lead to huts and houses. The only 
odd form is a strange Ring Path encompassing 
a group of rather large houses. The Main Street 
is continuing in the Southern Section , but is tur
ning around a large circular empty plot; here, 
plots are even smaller than in the Northern 
Section and constructions, comprising one or 
two levels, are nearly connected. Some of them 
are still unachieved. Squatters began to build 
huts since 1965 and elderly inhabitants remem
ber how they happened to settle there, following 
the lane leading to the Custom's House; then 
they cut 
trees to clear some pieces of land, making huts 
and gardens to grow vegetables and even pro
ducing their own charcoal. M. R. is now living in 
a comfortable house located within a large 
piece of land with a thriving garden extending 
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until the edge of the rocky shore and the entry 
of his plot is placed along the odd Ring Path. M. 
R. remembers the hardy period of the conquest 
of the site: «Since I was the Gardener of a low
cost Housing Estate located not far from here, I 
used to keep a cow in a savanna, a little further, 
just above Fond Bateliere. It was the year of the 
Edith Hurricane (1967). I saw a small move
ment over there , a few people who seemed to 
be just taking possession of some land along 
the coast. I seized upon the occasion . Selling 
my cow, with the money, I bought a few materi
als to start a house. A shelter, before the actual 
house. It was a free land . I enclosed a plot, I 
elevated a fence , I kept in dogs to guard it. 
Then , to build the house, with friends , we had to 
break the rocks with forks , with pickaxes, with 
metal bars. We drove in fou r concrete piles , we 
chained them together at the bottom, and we 
left an empty level under the floor-slab . We did 
all that within two week-ends. The first room 
was built. Late r, with neighbors, we made a 
path , it was easier to bring in our materials with 
the wheel-barrows. We brought in stones and 
concrete to coat and strengthen the way, and 
we did the path for all of us.»6 But with years, M. 
R. made of the place a lavish garden with fruit 
trees, colored bushes and flowers. The eld erly 
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Gardener proudly shows to visitors his private 
treasure at the edge of the cliff: Wild varieties of 
plants including peas called «An go I Peas» 7, a 
kind of vegetable which makes one of the ritual 
treats of the traditional Christmas dinner. 

Change in landscape from 1950 to 1988 

When the first squatters discovered Fond 
Bateliere, it was nothing but a bushy savanna 
extending unto a rocky shore. But previously, 
flourishing estates had been developed there, 
since the first times of the Colony. 

1950: The end of the sugar cane age 

The Fifties in Martinique represent a decisive 
period of time, the end of a territorial order 
which had been based on the dominant model 
of the colonial plantations. In 1950 at Fond 
Bateliere, configuration of landscape illustrated 
the cessation of the Sugar-Cane Age in 
Martinique. Times were ready for the dislocation 
of the old colonial form and urban pressure was 
nearby, threatening the calm of a deserted 
land. Some colonial estates were still there, like 
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they had been during two centuries. But their 
cane fields were no more utilized and had retur
ned to wild savanna. Two small roads led to the 
colonial estates. The Habitation La Bateliere9, 
with a large Master's house and a well kept gar
den «a la fran9aise» , was located at the 
Northern end of the area, just along the shore. 
The Habitation Sainte Catherine, a smaller 
place, was located at South, a little behind the 
coast; The master's house was also settled in a 
luxuriant ordered park. Close to Little Paradise 
Bay, a third plantation estate, surrounded by 
orchards and ordered gardens was also visible; 
From the Master's House, a path led to the end 
of the small cape surrounding the Bay. The 
name of the place may have been Habitation 
Roy. Nearby, the ruins of a former sugar cane 
distillery could be identified. But in 1950, these 
plantations had already lost their agricultural 
function. High trees and dense vegetation 
marked the humid depth of Little Paradise 
Valley where a few excavations for stone 
careers had started. From the shore unto the 
top of the plateau , a forgotten savanna consi
sting in a bushy wood with some high trees was 

. covering the land. The coastal fringe was enti
rely free from onstructions. Landscape at Fond 
Bateliere, in1950, still kept to a form which had 
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been produced by colon ial land tenure and 
sugar cane industry, but it was then an already 
dead form , inherited from the past. 
Since the early stages of colonization in 
Martinique 10, plantations had been developed 
in the area of Fond Bateliere. A cartographic 
record of plantations location since 1635 shows 
that, starting from Saint Pierre , the West Coast 
of Martinique had rapidly been inhabited by 
French colonizers, including the area of Case 
Navire. The presence of a Plantation named 
Fond Gueltier, not far from the anchorage of 
Case Na vi re 11 , is confirmed by a 1733 map. At 
this time, there was a road going from Saint 
Pierre to Fort Roya11 2 through Case Navire, but 
this road was located far behind the coastal 
area, on top of a high plateau. As traveling by 
road was then arduous, coasting trade was pre
dominant and Plantations mainly depended on 
an easy connection to the seashore. Land con
cessions had been ordered from the coast unto 
the upper places: Tenures edging the coast 
were called the « First Places of the Seaside 
»;just above ranged the « First Stair Places », 
and upper, the « Second, Third and Fourth 
Stair Places» 13. Thus, Fond Gueltier, extending 
right along the coast, was well located and 
belonged to the « First Places of the 
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Seaside». Planters could easily ship their goods 
from the tiny anchorage located at Little 
Paradise Valley Bay, just below their farming 
lands, or they could use as well a nearby small 
port at Case Navire. Later, in 1888, a map 
shows this coastal area occupied by colonial 
estates named Habitation Sainte Catherine, 
Habitation Roy, Habitation de la Pointe des 
Negres. But since the end of the Nineteenth 
century colonial roads had improved, transpor
tation by horse-carriages, then by trucks, pre
vail.ed on shipping for commercial exchange. 
The coastal plantations at Fond Bateliere were 
rather distant from the main Western road . 
Deterioration of these particular sugar-cane 
plantations in 1950 may partly be explained by 
this remote geographical situation of the esta
tes. However, during the Fifties, cane industry 
crisis was a general phenomenon in Martinique, 
which resulted in the cessation of the majority of 
cane farming activities within the whole island. 

1958: First signs of suburban sprawl 

Eight years later, in 1958, plantations were 
always there and urban pressure had not yet 
reached the area of Fond Bateliere. The spread 
of suburban growth was limited to the plateau, 
sticking to the distant Main Road. The 
Habitation La Bateliere was unchanged. But the 
tide of urbanization was approaching and signi 
ficant changes in the area became visible. 
Nearby, the first part of the Cite Saint Georges 
was under construction. Close to the Habitation 
Sainte Catherine excavations in Little Paradise 
Valley were enlarging and two groups of new 
buildings had been constructed. If the coastal 
area itself was still uninhabited, in the middle of 
the savanna of Fond Bateliere, a new track led 
to a tiny house: The new Custom's House. And 
not far from here along the coast, a group of 
unauthorized huts had settled in a place named 
Careers Blanchard. 

1968: The big change 

At Fond Bateliere, the Big Change came in 
1968, when a section of a new High Road going 
from Fort-de-France to Saint-Pierre, completed 
by a coastal road, was achieved. The aerial 
photograph of the area taken in 1968 corrobo
rates the narrative of Fond Bateliere pioneers 
and situates this information into the larger con
text of urban growth of Greater Fort-de-France. 
Land at Fond Bateliere was becoming an open 
field for suburban construction and the whole 
area was affected by various transformations. 
Replacing the former colonial Habitation La 
Bateliere a First Class Resort Hotel was under 



construction. The park of the smaller Habitation 
Sainte Catherine was threatened by the expan
sion of new buildings: An Hotel , five levels high , 
and various smaller buildings. The enlargement 
of excavations in Little Paradise Valley, comple
ted by various service shacks, were menacing 
the gardens of the Habitation Sainte Catherine. 
A second part of the Cite Saint Georges was 
under construction and a new Housing Project 
was planned just below: Construction here had 
not yet begun, but the central way of the allot
ment was finished. In Little Paradise Bay, there 
was a new a pier and a group of huts along the 
beach: They probably were just fishermen's 
shelters14. 
But primarily, the 1968 aerial photograph shows 
the first agricultural form of the squatters settle
ment at Fond Bateliere (Fig.9). Right in the 
middle of the coastal bushy wood, stood eight 
exactly corresponding to the description of the 
installation of the pioneers at Fond Bateliere, 
with their gardens and charcoal sites. Using ste
reoscopic analysis of the aerial photograph, 
every element can be spotted at its very place. 
The whole structure of the area, as it may be 
observed now, including the specificity of the 
Northern, Central and Southern Sections, can 
be explained by this early stage of conquest of 
the place: With years, agricultural clearings 
disappeared, but left their imprint in urban form . 
It seems, like people say, that squatters had fol
lowed the track leading to the Custom's House 
and searched, below this limit, places to settle 
in the bushy wood. This area, that we called the 
Central Section , might be better named 
«Pioneers Area». On the 1968 aerial photo
graph, the perpendicular paths, traced from the 
Custom's house track, are visible. These paths 
were later strengthened by people, exactly like 
M. R. explained it. Adjoining each of the eight 
huts, the gardens distinctly appear, with their 
various areas of activity: The regular lines of 
vegetables, deforested areas to make charcoal , 
planted fruit-trees. But large patches of vegeta
tion , with high trees were left between the clea
rings. Through years, most of pioneers divided 
their piece of deforested land to accommodate 
new squatters. However, pioneers in this 
Section of Fond Bateliere kept for themselves 
larger pieces of land. Upgrading the track lea
ding to the Custom's house, the Main Street 
was made by the inhabitants themselves . But 
what about the strange Ring Path? The aerial 
photograph provides a suggestion to elucidate 
this form: In 1968, the access to the plot of M. R 
was a path, perpendicular to the Custom's track 
which became later the Main Street of Fond 
Bateliere. At this time, M. R. had a neighbor, let 
us say, M. X. whose access, a little further, was 
also a path perpendicular to the Custom's track. 
Later, other people settled in between the hous-
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es of M. R. and M. X. ; probably, as it is frequent 
in such settlements, the first inhabitants had 
sold to new comers part of the zone that they 
had themselves cleared. Following the edge of 
a circular deforested area, the new inhabitants 
connected the two ends of the previous paths 
traced by M. R. and M. X. , thus making the 
bizarre Ring Path. In 1968, a thick and conti
nuous vegetation , without any construction at 
all , was covering the zones that became later 
the Northern and the Southern Sections. These 
parts of Fond Bateliere were built in a further 
stage, when new comers joined the pioneers. 
Then, times were no more in favor of agricultu
ral occupation .. . The available «free» land was 
limited to the North by the Hotel , to the East by 
new Houses, to the South by the Custom's pro
perty limits. Land was scarce for the numerous 
people who wanted to settle there. During the 
twenty years of the making of the place, space 
had to be shared and shared again in smaller 
plots to be able to accommodate new comers ... 
People, filled up, until extreme congestion , 
remaining land. In the Northern Section, squat
ters could not rely on a previous track to trace a 
street, but they prolonged the given direction by 
a smaller and less regular way. Starting from 
this Northern Main Path , they just settled accor-
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ding to the slope, houses becoming closer and 
closer with time. This process of agglutination 
led to the dense part of the Northern Section. In 
the Southern Section, settlers kept to the cur
ved limit of the Customs' House plot, which 
explains the bending street. They covered the 
place with as many houses as they could , sha
ring land into very small plots. 

1988: The triumph of suburban land uses 

Twenty years later, in 1988, the Arcadian colo
nial landscape which still could be depicted in 
1950 had been transformed into a plain subur
ban zone, partly planned, partly abandoned, 
partly self-helped. From 1958 to 1988, the 
Western area of the Greater Fort-de-France 
had been progressively occupied by all sorts of 
typically peripheral constructions: A Stadium, a 
large College and other Public facilities , 
Shopping Centers, new Hotels, low-cost 
Housing Estates and self-hepled settlements all 
along the coast. Standing as a symbol , the 
regular plots of the detached houses of the Cite 
Saint Georges, stretching along the new road , 
recalled the cause of the invasion of the coastal 
area by squatters: Squatters settlements, start-

AERIAL PHOYOGRAPH OF FOND BATELIERE AND ITS 
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ing from the industrial area of Fort-de-France 
harbor, had got all along the coast. Self-helped 
settlers had followed the new routes traced by 
planners. As a consequence, this verifies here 
that self-helped areas are not self-determined, 
but appear as a side effect of planned urbani
zation. But squatters had their own way to deve
lop their habitat, an old way, the roots of which 
had to be discovered long ago in the past. 

Continuities in residential patterns 

Change in environment might not conceal nota
ble continuities between self-helped settle
ments and colonial forms of establishment. For 
instance, the « illegal » occupation of the coa
stal area corresponds to a customary permis
sion, and in addition the dwelling unit of squat
ters reproduces an old residential pattern 15. 

The tolerant «fifty feet of the king» 

In Martinique, due to the heritage of a colonial 
Land Ordinance, abandoned domains located 
along the seashore bring a notable opportunity 
for squatters settlements. When the French , in 
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1635, had colonized the Caribbean islands, 
they needed to be protected from attacks 
coming from the sea: Spanish galleons, British 
vessels, and even Karib Indian pirogues. 
According to a Royal Law, 80 meters in depth 
along the coast had to be kept clear from con
structions. This preserved land , called the «Fifty 
Feet of the King» is now considered 
«Government Reserve»: legally, the ancient 
interdiction of building along the seashore might 
yet be obeyed. But presently like before, autho
rities tend to concede some temporary occupa
tion of the coastal fringe. During the colonial 
period, fishermen used to settle there, thus 
actual villages were to be developed along the 
coastal edging; In colonial uses, such an 
implantation was thoroughly acknowledged To 
easily store goods to ship, some plantations 
warehouses were also located along the seasi
de; With time, without blame, merchants' ham
lets were fixed in such informal harbors. When 
in Martinique, after the 1950 industrial Sugar 
Crisis 16, former peasants and sugar industry 
workers, without employment or housing, sear
ched for places to live in , they naturally appea
led to the customary franchise of the seashore. 
Fond Bateliere is representative of this process 
of coastal squat. The unauthorized settlement, 
extending only upon the piece of land located 
within the tolerant «Fifty Feet of the King », 
respected the limits of all the individual formal 
properties and used only the customary toleran
ce regarding the appropriation of the coastal 
fringe. 

ccLakou» a colonial mode of settlement 

Moreover, the making of a self-helped neigh
borhood at Bateliere reproduced an archetype 
of land colonization which , since the early times 
of pioneers, had traversed diverse fortunes. The 
colonist who, in 1635, came to the French 
Caribbean Islands were mainly peasants. 
Allowed to use pieces of land within the thick 
rain forest of Martinique, they cleared their pla
ces from trees, and lived upon the gardens that 
they could grow there. « All the most notable 
families who are nowadays in Caribbean 
Islands begun like that: Since « Monsieur 
d'Esnambuc » and after him « Monsieur de 
l'Olive » had brought to Islands only Allocated 
Men 17, when those poor people had completed 
their three years, they used to conclude an 
association of two or three members, then to 
clear a piece of forest land, to make an e~tate , 
to make a hut and to run a farm» 18. Such a colo 
nial settlement was called a «Menagerie». 
Then, a little later, escaping religious persecu
tion, Dutch Jews from Brazil imported in French 
West Indies the know-how of cane-sugar indu-
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stry; The sugar-cane plantation system, nee
ding vast fields and large manpower, resulted in 
latifundia and extended slavery. 
From the end of the Seventeenth century to the 
Abolition of slavery in 1848, the Sugar 
Plantation became the basic component of ter
ritorial organization in Martinique. However, 
besides this dominant unit of settlement, in 
some isolated places, a tiny scattered habitat 
had taken place: There were some Maroon sla
ves escaped from the plantations1 9, Freed Men, 
Poor Whites ... who lived apart, su rviving upon 
rain forest resources, hunting, fishing , having a 
small field. Progressively, these people were 
comforted by the concubines of planters, with 
their mixed-blood children , who were given a lit
tle piece of land by the Master and by more 
many freed families. In 1848, Abolition of sla
very changed the land-use pattern. Freed men 
and women left plantations, searching a little 
piece of land to be able to subsist by themsel
ves. The basic element of this popular dwelling 
was the «jaden-kaz»2o, a small piece of land 
with a hut21 . On the same lot, children , then 
grand children , or even related families could 
build their hut and grow their own subsistence 
garden nearby. During the Post-Abolition 
period, from 1848 to 1946, this association , a 
self subsistence garden , small fields and a 
group of huts belonging to an extended family 
formed the basic unit of rural popular dwel
ling22. These places were named: «Lakou »23, 
followed by the surname of the owner. This term 
«Lakou» may come from rural medieval France, 
and especially from Normandy, where places 
were so called : «La Cour, ... so and so». This 
appellation had probably been brought in by the 
first peasants coming to Antillese Islands. The 
name «Lakou» and the pattern of settlement 
had persisted through two hundred years of sla
very. The «Lakou» was not only a rural pattern. 
Some slaves were authorized to live in towns, 
paying a rent to their Master: They were called 
« Esclaves a billet»24. Usually, such slaves 
employed in cities rented a hut within the 
backyard of the theirs employers' houses25. 
Freed men after 1848 did the same, and these 
urban dwellings were called like the rural ones: 
«La Gour» or «Lakou ». At Fond Bateliere, when 
the first squatters settled among the savanna, 
they' opened there agricultural clearings, repea
ting the colonial «Menagerie» or the «Lakou» of 
Freed Peasants: A hut open in the bush, with a 
self-subsistence garden. Like previously in colo
nial towns , in self-helped settlements, the 
«Lakou» was no more a dwelling for an exten
ded family of farmers , but an odd grouping of 
neighbors sharing poverty. However, under a 
new form, a customary mode of settlement 
adopted since 1635 had still survived to shape 
a contemporary landscape. 



Conclusion: a significant scenary shift 

The evolution of Fond Bateliere reflects a basic 
mutation in Martinique: The decay of colonial 
estates, replaced by a suburban landscape 
resembling French Metropolitan suburban 
areas. But paradoxically, self-helped settle
ments, which are part of this urban assimilation, 
still keep to some ancient forms of establish
ment which had shaped the colonial scenery. 
Creating their own settlements and dwellings, 
squatters proved to be more capable of historic 
continuity than official Housing projects which 
only reflect Metropolitan standards. Fernand 
Braudel introduced the idea that, in History, long 
duration movements may be distinguished from 
short period events. Obviously, the lower class 
in Creole society yet obeys the long pace when 
the middle and upper classes adhere to rapid 
change. That may suggest that authorized and 
unauthorized construction , which are located in 
different kinds of place (regular plots versus ter
ritorial margins) also abide in different segments 
of Times. · 

Anne Hublin 
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